
Droids D6 / Serv-O-Droid, Inc. Safari Droid

Name: Serv-O-Droid, Inc. Safari Droid

Manufacturer: Serv-O-Droid, Inc.

Sensor color: Pink

Plating color: Yellow and white

Dexterity: 2D

         Brawling Parry 3D, Dodge 4D

Knowledge: 2D

         Scholar: Wildlife 5D Survival 4D

Mechanical: 2D

         Astrogation: 3D, Space Transports: 4D, Repulsorlift

Operation 4D

Perception: 2D

         Search 5D

Strength: 2D

         Lifting 3D

Technical: 2D

Equipped with:

         Humanoid Body (two arms, two legs, head)

         Single Video and Auditory Sensor - Human Range

         Vocabulator speech system

         Rocket boosters: Allows Flight (Move 25)

         Various Tools including spinning brushes

         Music Player

         Small (20cm. by 8 cm.) internal "cargo" area mounted in chest

Move: 12

Description: Safari droids were droids manufactured by Serv-O-Droid, Inc. designed for surveying wildlife

across the galaxy. Commissioned by the Galactic Society of Creature Enthusiasts, Safari droids were

sent on particularly dangerous missions and programmed to report their findings on various creatures

back to the Society. One such Safari droid, SF-R3, went on several adventures throughout the galaxy.

Characteristics

Safari droids had yellow and white plating with pink sensors. Safari droids were equipped with various

tools to help them with their adventures. They came equipped with rocket boosters, spinning brushes,

and music players. Safari droids could go into low energy mode and demolition mode. These droids had

a chest compartment in which they could store things. They could speak Galactic Basic Standard, fly

ships, and drive speeder bikes. Safari droids could run quicker than voorpaks.



History

Sometime before 232 BBY, the Galactic Society of Creature Enthusiasts commissioned the

manufacturing of Safari droids by Serv-O-Droid, Inc., to go on more dangerous assignments. By or after

that year, Safari droid SF-R3, documented his adventures with help from his cam droid CAM. Another

Safari droid, M1-RE, was a specialized member of the Society. She was stationed on the Youngling Care

Space Station where she cared for and studied several species of younglings. She was friends with SF-

R3 who asked her to show viewers on the Holonet how to take care of their younglings. 
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